Thank You
for hanging in there with us
and your support
through all of the changes
that we have had to make for
how to conduct classes!
This email details our plans going forward
• Our New Class Schedule
• Kits and Class Supplies
• Your Class Credits
• How to Sign-Up for and Access Classes
The Plan
As you know, we started off trying to reschedule in-person classes. Ultimately,
because of our classroom space limitations to allow for social distancing, we
have decided to migrate those classes and all classes to our new online
platform until the end of the summer.

The Schedule and Kits
We have put together a schedule for our online classes. I think you will see that
we have a very comprehensive listing of classes and are trying to continue with
as many of our classes as possible. Each online class will have a window of time
before and after the class date to pick-up the kit that accompanies the class. It
has always been a priority for us to provide all of the tools and supplies for class and the kits are put together with that in mind. There will be some basic items
that you will need from home - such as bowls and spoons - but the kits include
all ingredients and tools and supplies to complete the project. The online classes
will also have a "live" time when the instructor will be monitoring the class,
providing additional instruction and answering questions. The beauty of the
online class though, is that if that exact time does not work for you, you can still
complete the online portion at your convenience. We are recording the class
segments and will have all recipes, instructions and videos available online at
any time for people who are registered for the class.

Class Credits
All students that were registered have credit(s) with us for their class(es) You do
not have to stay in the class you were originally registered for, you can choose
any classes that you are interested in. Your credit can be applied to any of our

online classes or saved and applied to any of our in-store classes once they
(fingers crossed) come back in the fall.

How to Register
You register for classes by going to the Classes page at MakeItSweet.com,
choosing the class and then use the code CV1920 when checking out to use
your credit. You have to register for the class to reserve the kit that goes along
with the class. Each class will have a supply list detailing what is included in the
kit and a list of home essential tools to complete the class project.

How to Access Online Classes
Once registered, you will get a special link to the class that is hosted at
www.MakeItSweetOnlineClassroom.com. (Be sure to include the www. part of
the url to get to the correct website.) You go to that site and register with your
name and email when visiting for the first time. You can go to the site to see the
Mother's Day or Memorial Day classes that were done as examples of the online
portion of the classes. The "Live" portion of the online class is done on Zoom and
is available on all kinds of platforms. Zoom.us is free and makes it easy for our
instructors to be able to interact with students while completing the class
project.

And Finally...
I encourage you to give an online class a try. I have heard from many students
who participated with our Mother's Day and Memorial Day classes that they
loved the format and the kits. We are excited about this new way to offer
classes. If online classes just don't work for you, we have options - we can just
hold on to your credit and you can apply it when classes go back into the store
or we can transfer the amount that you paid for class to a Make It Sweet gift
card that you can use for in-store purchases or future class registration. Just
think – this may finally be the chance for you to get into that French Macaron,
Kolache, Empanadas or Pretzels class that has always sold out so quickly before!

We hope to see you online, in class or in the store sometime soon! We truly
appreciate your understanding and support through these trying times.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Jennifer and Randy

